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Abstract
Many applications such as autonomous navigation, ur-
ban planning and asset monitoring, rely on the availabil-
ity of accurate information about objects and their geolo-
cations. In this paper we propose to automatically detect
and compute the GPS coordinates of recurring stationary
objects of interest using street view imagery. Our process-
ing pipeline relies on two fully convolutional neural net-
works: the first segments objects in the images while the
second estimates their distance from the camera. To geolo-
cate all the detected objects coherently we propose a novel
custom Markov Random Field model to perform objects tri-
angulation. The novelty of the resulting pipeline is the com-
bined use of monocular depth estimation and triangulation
to enable automatic mapping of complex scenes with mul-
tiple visually similar objects of interest. We validate exper-
imentally the effectiveness of our approach on two object
classes: traffic lights and telegraph poles. The experiments
report high object recall rates and GPS accuracy within 2
meters, which is comparable with the precision of single-
frequency GPS receivers.
1. Introduction
The rapid development of computer vision and ma-
chine learning techniques in recent decades has excited the
ever-growing interest in automatic analysis of huge image
datasets accumulated by companies and individual users all
around the world. Image databases with GPS information,
such as Google Street View (GSV) and images posted on
social networks such as Twitter, are now widely available
online and can be queried seamlessly using APIs, conve-
niently set up and regularly updated with new image data by
the providing companies. Street view imagery (e.g., from
GSV, Bing Streetside, Mapillary) represents a collection of
billions of geotagged images covering millions of kilome-
ters of roads and depicting street view scenes collected at
regular intervals. This incredible amount of visual data al-
lows one to address a multitude of detection and mapping
problems by exploring areas remotely through imagery.
Figure 1. Detection and geotagging of stationary objects of interest
(traffic lights) from Google Street View imagery.
A lot of research has been dedicated to leveraging street
view imagery in combination with other data-sources such
as remotely sensed imagery [15, 24] or crowd-sourced in-
formation [7] to discover particular types of objects or ar-
eas. Here we address the problem of automated discovery
and geotagging of recurring objects using street view im-
ages as a sole source of input data, see Fig. 1. We consider
any class of stationary objects sufficiently compact to have a
single geotag that are typically located along the roads, like
street furniture (post boxes, various poles and street-lamps,
traffic lights and signs, transport stops, benches, etc.), small
facade elements (cameras, antennas, security alarm boxes,
etc.) and minor landmarks. Inventory and precise GPS
mapping of such objects is a highly relevant task and, in-
deed, OpenStreetMap and Mapillary are currently encour-
aging their users to contribute such information to their
databases manually. Nevertheless, the vast majority of these
objects can be mapped automatically by efficiently explor-
ing the publicly available street view imagery. To the best of
our knowledge, no solution to this problem relying on street
view imagery alone has been proposed in the literature.
We propose a complete image processing pipeline for
geotagging of recurring objects from street view imagery.
The main components in the pipeline, see Fig. 2, are: two
state-of-the-art fully convolutional neural networks (FCNN)
for semantic segmentation and monocular depth estimation,
and a novel geotagging model that geolocates objects by
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Figure 2. Proposed geotagging pipeline: from an area of interest with street view images (green dots) to geotagged objects (red dots).
combining depth information and geometric triangulation
through a Markov Random Field (MRF) formulation.
In this work we address geotagging of recurring station-
ary objects that may be partially or completely occluded in
some of the input images. We do not resort to any explicit
geometrical modeling of object shapes, nor do we rely on
any object location patterns. In order to enable automatic
geolocation we enforce a mild assumption of object spar-
sity: we expect the objects to be located at least 1m apart.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed pipeline on
two object classes: traffic lights and telegraph poles. We
perform extensive experimental analysis to confirm the ac-
curacy of both object discovery and geotagging.
The central contribution of this work is the pro-
posed MRF-based geotagging procedure. Unlike previ-
ous works [10, 21], this technique allows us to leverage
monocular depth estimates to automatically resolve com-
plex scenes containing multiple instances of identical ob-
jects. The proposed pipeline is modular which makes it pos-
sible to replace segmentation and depth modules with alter-
native techniques or pretrained solutions for particular ob-
ject families.
The paper is organized as follows: we first review some
relevant state-of-the-art approaches in Sec. 2. Our complete
geotagging pipeline is presented in Sec. 3 and then validated
experimentally in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 concludes this study.
2. Related work
In the last decade a considerable effort has been directed
towards intelligent use of street view imagery in multiple
applied areas: mapping [7, 24], image referencing [8], navi-
gation [15], rendering and visualization [3, 5], etc. Methods
designed in [15, 24] use street view combined with aerial
imagery to achieve fine-grained road segmentation, and ob-
ject detection (trees), respectively. These methods rely on
object discovery through street view imagery and recover
position from aerial data. In [8] street view images are used
as reference to geolocate query images by resorting to scene
matching. The GSV imagery is employed in [3, 5] in con-
junction with social media, like Twitter, to perform visual-
ization and 3D rendering.
Several methods have been developed to map particular
types of objects from street-level imagery: manholes [21],
telecom assets [10], road signs [20]. These methods rely on
triangulation from individual camera views to geolocate the
considered road furniture elements. All three approaches
rely heavily on the geometrical and visual clues to per-
form matching whenever multiple objects are present in the
same scene. As a consequence, whenever multiple identical
objects are present simultaneously, these methods perform
poorly. In particular, as pointed out in [10], visual match-
ing performed via SIFT on street-level images with strong
view-point position change has limited performance in es-
tablishing reliable matching between small objects.
Image segmentation is one of the central tasks in object
extraction. A multitude of approaches have been proposed
to address this problem: starting from elementary pattern
analysis techniques, such as Hough transform and local gra-
dients, through feature extraction-based tools that rely on
cascades of weak classifiers [23], to more advanced ma-
chine learning methods such as random forests, support vec-
tor machines and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [9,
19]. The latter have recently pushed the machine vision
techniques to new heights by allowing automatic feature se-
lection and unprecedented capacity to efficiently learn from
huge volumes of data. FCNNs are a natural form of CNNs
when addressing dense segmentation since they allow loca-
tion information to be retained through the decision process
by relying solely on convolutional layers [18]. Their out-
put can be in the form of bounding boxes [16, 14] or seg-
mentation maps. The latter are obtained via deconvolutions
only [18] or by resorting to conditional random fields [25].
Estimation of camera-to-object distances and, more gen-
erally, 3D scene analysis from RGB images, can be ad-
dressed in several ways. The most explored are the stereo-
vision approaches [17] that estimate camera-to-object dis-
tances from multi-view stereo image disparity analysis or
perform scene reconstruction via Structure-from-Motion
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methods [22]. These rely on various assumptions about
camera positions and trajectory, and typically require a rich
set of input RGB images and a certain form of knowledge
about the analyzed scene. These classes of methods rely
heavily on feature extraction and matching. Another way to
address scene depth evaluation has been explored in several
recent studies [6, 12, 13]. The central idea in these is to re-
cover depth information from monocular images based on
the extensive scene interpretation capabilities of FCNNs by
training them on RGB and depth or disparity images. These
methods achieve consistent yet approximate results relying
solely on the information available in the color bands.
3. Object discovery and geotagging
Street view images are harvested by defining the area of
interest with the corresponding GPS coordinates and query-
ing the API to download the relevant geotagged imagery.
Each image is processed independently allowing efficient
parallelization of this most time-consuming step. All im-
ages with discovered objects, as reported by the segmenta-
tion FCNN, are processed by the depth evaluation FCNN to
evaluate camera-to-object distances, see Fig. 2. Image pro-
cessing results are then fed into a MRF model and clustered
in order to obtain a coherent list of triangulated objects.
3.1. Object segmentation
One of the best-performing state-of-the-art semantic seg-
mentation FCNN models [18] is used in our pipeline as it
conveniently outputs pixel-level labels that can be used di-
rectly as a mask for the depth estimation step.
The subsampling part of this segmentation FCNN archi-
tecture is that of VGG-16 [19] with the fully-connected lay-
ers converted to convolutional layers. These are followed by
the upsampling (deconvolution) part that reverts from low-
resolution segmentation to the original spatial resolution, in
several steps. The steps in this procedure allow the com-
bination of coarse segmentation maps with appearance in-
formation from shallower fine layers which have been gen-
erated by the subsampling part of FCNN. We employ the
FCN-8s all-at-once model that reports the finest segmenta-
tion details by performing deconvolutions in the form of bi-
linear interpolations in three consecutive steps.
If we consider a single class of objects we reshape all
upsampling layers as well as the bottom convolution in the
subsampling part to have two outputs - one for background
and another for the objects of interest. It is also possible to
perform detection of several object classes simultaneously
by further increasing the number of outputs.
We further add a second loss function (with the same
weight) that penalizes only the false positives, thus effec-
tively re-weighting the total loss to penalize false positives
with a higher weight. This is due to our interpretation of
the results where a small group of false positive pixels may
result in a false positive object discovery, whereas missed
pixels of a true object (false negatives) are less critical.
3.2. Monocular depth estimation
It is challenging to resort to stereo-vision approaches op-
erating on street view imagery collected with the average
acquisition step of 5 to 10 meters. The main reason is that
such sequences are typically characterized by substantial
mismatch in scenes due to new objects on road sides, ob-
ject scaling, moving vehicles, occlusions, panorama stitch-
ing artifacts and, occasionally, distinct image acquisition
dates. Furthermore, no a priori information is available
about the contents of analyzed scenes and their geometry.
Thus, we choose to rely on approximate estimates reported
by a state-of-the-art FCNN depth estimation pipeline intro-
duced in [12]. This architecture is composed of a fully-
convolutional version of ResNet-50 [9] followed by a cas-
cade of residual up-projection blocks to obtain a dense
depth map at the native image resolution. This pipeline is
employed with no modifications and is fed only with the
images where objects of interest are discovered. A unique
depth estimate for each object segment is obtained by taking
the 10%-trimmed mean of the depths of its constituent pix-
els. We apply trimming to gain robustness with respect to
segmentation errors, in particular along the object borders.
3.3. Object geotagging
3.3.1 Location from single view
Consider a single street view image where objects of in-
terest have been segmented. For each segmented region, a
ray can be traced in the 3D space going from camera to-
wards the barycenter of the segmented region. A depth es-
timate for that region, converted via averaging into a sin-
gle object-level distance, allows the object’s GPS location
to be estimated. Specifically, from the segmentation map
we extract the geo-orientation at which the object is located
relative to the camera, shift the position by the estimated
distance, and finally convert the metric coordinates into the
employed projection system (e.g., WGS-84). Our opera-
tional assumption is that the objects are sufficiently sparse
to be successfully identified as separate instances by the
segmentation pipeline. Hence, whenever multiple objects
are tightly clustered (less than 1 meter apart) they are recov-
ered as a single object instance with a unique geotag.
There are two limitations associated with this strategy:
first the depth estimates are not very accurate, and second,
the list of all objects detected in all input images is largely
redundant due to objects observed from multiple camera po-
sitions. Indeed, each of such objects spawns multiple de-
tected object instances with distinct GPS coordinates due to
depth evaluation inaccuracies.
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3.3.2 Location from multiple views
When an object is observed multiple times the image
segmentation map needs to be matched to group together
observations of the same object-instances. Matching could
be addressed in two ways: either by relying on general im-
age features, such as SIFT, HOG, etc., or custom features
extracted by the segmentation CNN. We have explored both
ways but neither provides satisfactory quality of matching
due to the strong degree of similarity between the objects in
the considered object-classes. Specifically, street-side ob-
jects tend to be identical in the same area, e.g. a line of poles
along a road or traffic lights around the same road junction.
For this reason, the main source of dissimilarity in image
matching is provided by the background and / or occlusions
in the object bounding boxes. The background composi-
tion, however, is subject to changes with the rotation of the
viewing angle. In particular, similarly to [10], we have ob-
served that visual matching is not sufficient to reliably iden-
tify individual object instances in scenes with multiple sim-
ilar or identical objects of interest.
To perform geotagging we rely on a mixed approach
based on triangulation. For illustration purposes in Fig. 3
we present an example of a simple stationary scene ob-
served by three cameras, or equivalently, by the same cam-
era at three distinct time moments. Three objects of interest
(traffic lights) are present in the scene. Object1 is detected
in all images, Object2 is missed in image collected by Cam-
era1 (segmentation false negative), and Object3 is occluded
from Camera2. A false positive is picked on Camera1 im-
age. Fig. 3 demonstrates the complexity of accurately trian-
gulating three objects in the space of 13 intersections. Note
that the possible intersections are located such that cluster-
ing or grouping them without interpretation brings to wrong
object maps.
To address the problem of automatic mapping in multi-
object scenes we propose an MRF-based optimization ap-
proach. This flexible technique allows us to incorporate
the approximate knowledge about the camera-to-object dis-
tances into the decision process. Furthermore, it can be seen
as generalization to the previously proposed methods [10,
21] as it allows the integration of geometry/visual-based
matching as additional energy terms. The designed MRF
model operates on irregular grid and features custom energy
terms appropriate for the considered triangulation problem.
MRF formulation We consider the space X of all pair-
wise intersections of view-rays from camera locations (c.f.
Fig. 3). Any location x ∈ X is generated by the intersec-
tion of two rays r1 and r2 from camera view pair. The bi-
nary label z ∈ {0, 1} is associated to x to indicate the pres-
ence (z = 1, referred to as positive intersection depicted as
blue dots in Fig. 3) or absence (z = 0, empty intersection,
yellow in Fig. 3) of the object of interest at the correspond-
Figure 3. Object positions are identified based on triangulation of
view-rays from camera positions. An example of irregular neigh-
borhood of nodes is demonstrated in the side panel.
ing intersection (see side panel in Fig. 3). The space Z of
all intersections’ labels is then a binary MRF [11], which is
formally defined as follows:
• To each site x we associate two Euclidean distances d1
and d2 from cameras: dj = ‖Cj − x‖, where Cj are loca-
tions of two cameras (j = {1, 2}) from which intersection
x is observed along the rays r1 and r2, respectively. Any
intersection x is considered in X , only if d1, d2 < 25m. In
Fig. 3, red intersection in the upper part of the scene is re-
jected as too distant from Camera3.
• The neighborhood of node x is defined as the set of all
other locations xk in X on rays r1 and r2 that generate it.
We define the MRF such that the state of each intersection
depends only on its neighbors on the rays. Note that the
number of neighbors (i.e. neighborhood size) for each node
x in X in our MRF is unique.
•Any ray can have at most one positive intersection with
rays from any particular camera, but several positive inter-
sections with rays generated from different cameras are al-
lowed, e.g. multiple intersections for Object1 in Fig. 3.
MRF energy The MRF configuration is defined by
{(xi, zi)}i=1,··· ,NZ . For each site x with state z the associ-
ated MRF energy [11] is composed of the following terms:
• A unary energy term enforces consistency with the
depth estimation. Specifically, the deep learning pipeline
for depth estimation provides estimates ∆1 and ∆2 of dis-
tances between camera positions and the detected object at
location x. We formulate the term as a penalty for mismatch
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between triangulated distances and depth estimates:
u1(z) = z
∑
j=1,2
‖∆j − dj‖ (1)
• Pairwise energy term is introduced to penalize: (i) mul-
tiple objects of interest occluding each other, and (ii) ex-
cessive spread in case an object is characterized as several
intersections. In other words, we tolerate several positive
intersections on the same ray only when they are in close
proximity. This may occur in multi-view scenario due to
segmentation inaccuracies and noise in camera geotag. For
example, in Fig. 3 Object1 is detected as a triangle of posi-
tive intersections (blue dots) - two on each of the three rays.
Two distant positive intersections on the same ray corre-
spond to a scenario when an object closer to the camera oc-
cludes the second more distant object. Since we consider
compact objects with negligible volume we can assume this
type of occlusion unlikely.
This term depends on the current state z and those of its
neighbors zk. It penalizes proportionally to the distance to
any other positive intersections xk on rays r1 and r2:
u2(z) = z
∑
k
zk ‖x− xk‖ (2)
•A final energy term penalizes rays that have no positive
intersections: false positives or objects discovered from a
single camera position (see Fig. 3)1. This can be written as:
u3(z) = (1− z)
∏
k
(1− zk) (3)
The full energy of configuration z in Z is then defined as
sum of energy contributions over all NZ sites in Z:
U(z) =
NZ∑
i=1
[
α u1(zi)+β u2(zi)+(1−α−β) u3(zi)
]
, (4)
subject to α, β > 0, α+ β 6 1.
The optimal configuration is characterized by the global
minimum of the energy U(z). The terms u1 and u2 penal-
ize too many objects by increasing the total energy (for any
positive intersection with z = 1 both u1 > 0 and u2 >
0), whereas u3 penalizes too few objects (u3 = 1 for any
ray with no positive intersections). The MRF formulation
can also explicitly accommodate object location pattern as-
sumptions through additional higher-order penalty terms.
MRF optimization We perform energy minimization
with Iterative Conditional Modes algorithm [11] starting
from an empty configuration: z0i = 0,∀zi ∈ Z . This
1It is possible to register such rays as detected objects by applying the
depth estimates directly to calculate the geotags. In this study we choose
to discard such rays to increase robustness to segmentation false positives.
(local) optimization is run according to a random node-
revisiting schedule until local minimum is reached and no
further changes are accepted. Experimentally, we have ob-
served stable performance of the optimizer over multiple re-
runs. Therefore, there is no need to explore any more accu-
rate global optimizers, see in [11].
Clustering The final object configuration is obtained by
resorting to clustering in order to identify groups of positive
intersections that describe the same object2. Indeed this is
required since we consider the spaceX of all pairwise inter-
sections, whereas some objects are observed from three or
more camera positions and result in multiple detected object
instances. For example, in Fig. 3 Object1 is identified as
three distinct positive intersections tightly scattered around
the object. In this work we employ hierarchical clustering
with a maximum intra-cluster distance of 1m which corre-
sponds to our object sparsity assumption. Intersection coor-
dinates for locations in the same cluster are averaged to ob-
tain the final object’s geotag.
4. Experimental study
We test our pipeline on GSV imagery for detection of
two object types: traffic lights and telegraph poles. Both
kinds of objects are compact enough to be attributed a sin-
gle geotag and are predominantly visible from roads. Traf-
fic lights are visible by design and telegraph poles are also
typically erected in the close vicinity of the road network.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the estimated GPS
coordinates we deploy our detector in several areas covered
by GSV imagery. To extract the latter we first create a dense
grid of GPS coordinates along road-centers with 5m step
and then query the API to retrieve closest available GSV
panoramas in 4 parts each with 90 degrees field of view at
640 × 640 pixels resolution. Note that GSV imagery often
demonstrates strong stitching artifacts, in particular in the
top and bottom parts of the images, see examples in Fig. 6.
For the segmentation FCNN we use a Caffe implemen-
tation and perform training on a single NVIDIA TITAN X
GPU using stochastic gradient descent with fixed learning
rate of 5e-11 and momentum m = 0.99, with batches of 2
images. This choice is in line with recommendations in [18]
and empirically demonstrated the best performance. We re-
sort to data augmentation by performing random horizon-
tal flipping, rotations [−5◦, 5◦], small enhancements of in-
put image’s brightness, sharpness and color. The imbalance
between classes - object and background - in the datasets is
handled well by the FCNN provided we maintain a fraction
of object-containing images in the training set above 25%
2Operationally, clustering is also useful for parallelizing the geotagging
step by splitting the analyzed large area in several smaller connective parts
with overlap - 25m buffer zone that belongs to areas on both sides of any
border. This strategy allows us to retain all rays for triangulation while
clustering resolves the object redundancies when merging the parts.
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Correct Partial False positives
Figure 4. Traffic light segmentation with Google Street View.
First column: correct segmentation. Second column: partial seg-
mentation. Third column: false positives (reflection, traffic sign).
at all times. The inference speed is at 8 fps. The depth esti-
mation pipeline [12] is used in the authors’ implementation
in MatConvNet with no modifications. The energy weights
in Eq. (4) are set to α = 0.2 and β = 0.6, both segmenta-
tion FCNN loss functions have the same weight.
4.1. Traffic lights
The image segmentation pipeline for traffic lights
is trained on data from two publicly-available datasets
with pixel-level annotations: Mapillary Vistas [1] and
Cityscapes [4]. We crop/resize the images to match the
standard GSV image size of 640 × 640. This provides us
with approx. 18.5K training images containing large traffic
lights (at least 10×10 pixels each instance). We start with a
PASCAL VOC-pretrained model and carry on training with
learning rate of 5e-11 for another 200 epochs.
Object detection The test pixel-level precision plateaus
at .723 and recall at .735. If over 25% of an object’s pixels
are labeled correctly we consider such object instance to be
recovered accurately. In the vicinity of camera (within 25m
from camera position) the instance-level precision is .951
and recall is .981 on the test set. In this experiment the in-
troduction of the second FCNN loss function has improved
the instance-level precision by .022 and decreased the re-
call by .002. In general, instance-level recall is a more im-
portant characteristic for geotagging of objects, whereas a
lower precision (false positives) is partially compensated at
the later stage by the employed tagging procedure which re-
quires objects to be observed multiple times. In this study
we adopt a conservative strategy of ignoring objects located
farther than 25m from camera positions due to the pro-
nounced performance drop of image processing reliability
on distant objects: substantial decrease of recall rate in se-
mantic segmentation and high variance in depth estimation.
Note that farther objects may be discovered through seman-
Figure 5. Map of traffic lights automatically detected in Regent
Street, London, UK. Green dots, red dots and traffic lights symbols
(in zoom) are the GSV camera locations, geotagging results and
the actual locations of objects, respectively.
tic segmentation but are rejected by the geotagging proce-
dure described in Sec. 3.3 through the maximal distance re-
striction.
In Fig. 4 we show examples of traffic light segmentation
in busy urban scenes. The performance is overall very good
with minor issues of occasional small false positives and on
some traffic lights facing away from the camera (see images
in central and right columns). Neither of the two poses par-
ticular problems for geotagging since the processing is done
on series of images, which allows us to observe most traffic
lights both from front and rear and discard false positives
due to their inconsistent and / or non-stationary nature. As
far as the pixel-level performance is concerned a high pre-
cision rate is not necessary since we require pixel-level la-
bels solely to access the relevant depth estimates obtained
through the depth evaluation pipeline.
Geotagging To evaluate the geotagging performance we
consider a 0.8 km stretch of Regent street in London, UK,
covered by 87 GSV panoramas, see Fig. 5. This dense ur-
ban area has five clusters of traffic lights, totaling 50 indi-
vidual objects. To avoid ambiguity in the count we assume
that traffic lights with multiple sections (e.g., separate sec-
tions for cars and pedestrians) attached to a single pole are
counted as a single object. Note that we do not have access
to precise GPS coordinates of traffic lights and perform our
#Actual #Detected TP FP FN Recall Precision
50 51 47 4 3 .940 .922
77 75 72 3 5 .935 .960
2696 2565 2497 68 199 .926 .973
Table 1. Instance-level object discovery results for traffic lights
and telegraph poles in the test areas. (TP: True Positives, FP: False
Positives, FN: False Negatives)
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Figure 6. Telegraph pole segmentation on Google Street View.
First row: correct segmentation. Second row: partial segmenta-
tion. Third row: false positives (electricity pole, ivy-covered tree).
analysis based on a human interpretation of GSV images.
Segmentation reports 179 single-view traffic lights in-
stances with 70 objects in 51 clusters after geotagging. We
consider objects to be recovered accurately if they are lo-
cated within 2 meters from the reference position. This
choice is in line with the official reports on the accuracy of
GPS measurements that establish a 1.89m 95%-confidence
interval for horizontal error for single-frequency GPS re-
ceivers [2]. The object discovery results are summarized in
Table 1. The obtained object recovery precision and recall
are both above .92 and consistently outperform results re-
ported for telecom assets recognition in [10] with less than
.85. Of the 4 false positives 2 correspond to actual objects
that are approx. 3m from reference locations. 6 single-view
instances were not matched: 4 segmentation false positives
and 2 objects identified from one view.
4.2. Telegraph poles
Segmentation of the telegraph poles relies on a cus-
tom training dataset. Indeed, even though multiple exist-
ing datasets incorporate class ‘poles’, none of them pro-
vides sufficient distinction between different types of poles:
lampposts, poles carrying traffic lights and / or road signs,
bollards (sidewalk poles), and utility poles (electricity, tele-
graph). We consider here a particular class of telegraph
poles that are actively used in the Republic of Ireland. The
corresponding network is very large with over a million of
poles spread throughout the country. Overall, the main chal-
lenge in detection of such poles is their strong visual simi-
larity to other tall poles, in particular, electricity poles.
To prepare a segmentation pipeline for this object class
we adopt the following procedure: we first train our FCNN
to detect all tall poles: utilities and lampposts, and then fine-
tune it to extract only telegraph poles. We do the former
by combining existing datasets, Mapillary Vistas [1] and
Figure 7. Map of telegraph poles detected in Dublin, Ireland.
Green dots, red dots and pole symbols (in zoom) are the GSV cam-
era locations, detected and actual locations of objects, respectively.
The image in blue is a GSV image of one of poles with image po-
sition and geo-orientation set up based on our geotag estimate.
Cityscapes [4], with GSV imagery extracted at locations
provided through a training GPS database of telegraph poles
made available to us for this study. Note that this database
cannot be used directly for segmentation training for the
following reasons: First, because of the inherent GPS inac-
curacy in both pole and GSV coordinates, and frequent oc-
clusions, one cannot expect to observe poles in the center
of images extracted based on geotags alone. Second, many
images depict geometry rich scenes, with mixtures of dif-
ferent pole-types and occasional other strong vertical fea-
tures, such as trees, facade elements, antennas, etc. To train
the FCNN to distinguish tall poles from any other objects
in the scenes we put together a dataset with 20K annotated
images. We run this first step of training for 100 epochs to
achieve satisfactory discriminative power. As a second step
we fine-tune this network on our custom pixel-level anno-
tated set of 500 telegraph pole images. To further boost the
discriminative power of the FCNN we add 15K GSV scenes
collected in areas with no telegraph poles but in presence of
lampposts and electricity poles. The training is run for an-
other 200 epochs at the learning rate of 2e-11.
Object detection Sample pole segmentation maps are
presented in Fig. 6. The final FCNN reports pixel-level re-
call of .936 and precision .822. As above, we consider rel-
evant only the objects within 25m of the camera. This en-
sures accurate distinction from other tall poles since the de-
cisive subtle differences are not visible at greater distances.
The object-level test recall is .979 and precision is .927 .
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method mean median variance 95% e.c.i.
MRF-triangulation 0.98 1.04 0.65 2.07
depth FCNN 3.2 2.9 2.1 6.8
Table 2. Accuracy of geotagging. Distance statistics in meters
from reference data collected on site with a GPS receiver
We perform experimental analysis in the Rathmines area
of Dublin, Ireland, see Fig. 7. The area under study has
approx. 8 km of roads covered by 945 GSV panoramas.
77 telegraph poles are visible through GSV imagery. 273
single-view instances are discovered via image segmenta-
tion and the geotagging results are summarized in Table 1.
Out of the 3 false positives: 2 are wrong objects and 1 is a
telegraph pole 3m away from its true location.
Geotagging We now evaluate the accuracy of geotags
compared to the ground truth manually collected with a
single-frequency GPS device: each pair of coordinates has
been recorded three times on three different days and aver-
aged to produce a single reference geotag for each object.
This ground truth contains 41 poles in the considered area.
These poles have been automatically detected in 89 GSV
images, and all 41 discovered in at least 2 images enabling
our method to infer their GPS coordinates.
To compare the accuracy of mapping with [10], we have
estimated the relative distance precision (calculated dis-
tance / ground truth object-to-camera distance * 100%).
With this metric we achieve 95.8% average and 18% stan-
dard deviation which improves on 70% average reported
in [10]. Additionally, we evaluate the absolute accuracy of
GPS positioning of objects: Table 2 reports the empirical
statistics of object position estimation error (absolute value
of the distance between the reference and triangulated posi-
tions) : mean, median, variance, 95%-empirical confidence
interval. Notably the obtained interval of 2.07m is compara-
ble with the 1.89m confidence interval for single-frequency
GPS receivers [2]. Practically, this implies that the accuracy
of automatic mapping achieved by our method is equiva-
lent to that of a human operator manually performing object
mapping with a commercial-level GPS-enabled device.
In Table 2 we report the results of geotagging based on
depth estimation from 89 monocular views without resort-
ing to triangulation. We observe a substantial improvement
of GPS accuracy obtained with our triangulation procedure.
In both cases - MRF-triangulation and depth FCNN - the
geotags rely entirely on the accuracy of the input camera
coordinates provided with GSV imagery. Any outliers in
camera geolocations result directly in object geotag errors.
Large scale study To validate the performance on a
large-scale problem we have deployed the detector on a
cluster of 120 kms of public roads in County Mayo, Ireland,
captured by 13500 GSV panoramas. This area has exten-
sive networks of telegraph and electrical poles and we had
the ground truth for 2696 telegraph pole positions. Since
the GPS-accuracy of ground truth records is not homoge-
neous we utilize these solely to validate the recall / preci-
sion of the pipeline and not the GPS-tagging accuracy. A
detected pole is considered true positive (TP) if it is within
3 meters of a recorded object. The validation results are
summarized in Table 1 (bottom row). We observe similar
performance as reported above. A slightly lower recall oc-
curs because the ground truth records are collected manu-
ally and include many road-side poles completely occluded
from view by vegetation. Higher precision is achieved due
to the relative complexity of the urban environment com-
pared to the mostly rural imagery depicting less challeng-
ing geometries processed in this experiment.
In this experiment an average of 1.56 objects is typically
observed per image reporting any detections. This occurs
because telegraph poles are typically parts of longer pole-
lines and several identical poles are often visible from the
same camera position. This highlights the necessity for
non-standard triangulation such as our MRF-based tech-
nique to enable object mapping. In the considered road
cluster around 35% of the pole-containing scenes cannot be
mapped using methods similar to those proposed in [10, 20,
21] due to the presence of multiple visually identical tele-
graph poles, which renders visual matching-based triangu-
lation inefficient.
5. Conclusions
We have proposed an automatic technique for detection
and geotagging of recurring stationary objects from street
view imagery. The proposed solution relies on two exist-
ing deep learning pipelines, one fine-tuned for our needs
while the other is employed as-is. A novel triangulation-
based MRF has been formulated to estimate object geolo-
cations that allows us to handle automatically any multi-
object scenes. The triangulation helps to avoid duplicates
and simultaneously reduce the number of false positives.
This geotagging module is independent and can be com-
bined with any other segmentation and / or depth estimation
pipelines fine-tuned for specific object classes. The experi-
mental analysis has demonstrated high object recall rates.
The empirical accuracy of the geotagging is within 2 me-
ters, similar to that obtained with a single-frequency GPS
receiver. The main source of GPS-inaccuracies is noise in
the camera position coordinates. In other words, further
improvement of mapping accuracy should be addressed by
suppression of camera position noise or outliers.
One of the directions for future work would be the design
of a unified FCNN architecture for segmentation and depth
which, in the absence of a priori depth data, can be trained
as the second stage on the results of the triangulation proce-
dure presented here. This may allow partial or complete re-
laxation of the sparsity assumptions by providing improved
input to the triangulation-based geotagging pipeline.
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Supplementary material
Panoramic stitching
The employed GSV imagery demonstrates strong stitch-
ing artifacts. In particular, the horizontal stitching is always
present in the top and bottom parts of the images (queried
at horizontal orientation with tilt = 0), see Fig. 4, Fig. 6
and Fig. 8. If a vertical object crosses the top stitching
line, its upper part is disconnected from the rest of the ob-
ject. The geo-orientation of the objects (clockwise rotation
of the camera from north to the centre of the current scene)
cannot be correctly inferred from these disconnected upper
parts. To avoid incorrect geotagging we mask the output of
the segmentation pipeline to remove detection above the top
stitching line.
2-stage telegraph pole segmentation training
The challenge of telegraph pole segmentation is in the
absence of a publicly available dataset that would allow
enough training to accurately distinguish this particular
class of poles from other poles and similar vertical objects,
in particular electricity poles, lampposts, trees with little or
no vegetation. The considered telegraph poles are made of
wood and visually have a natural ‘wooden’ texture (no arti-
ficial coloring due to paint). They are never used for mount-
ing lamps and there is no shared use of poles with electric-
ity distribution network. Hence, this typology of poles is a
clearly defined subset of all tall poles, that include all lamp-
posts and utility poles. There are several more subtle dis-
tinctive visual features about telegraph poles, like steps for
climbing, particular types of insulation in use, and specific
types of objects mounted on the poles, but none are neces-
sarily present (or visible) on any particular pole. Telegraph
poles are occasionally covered by vegetation: overgrown by
ivy or closely surrounded by trees.
To train the segmentation FCNN we rely on a 2-stage
training procedure: first, using the proprietary telegraph-
pole GPS dataset and publicly available Cityscapes and
Mapillary Vistas datasets to achieve detection of all poles,
and, second, on our custom dataset with 500 fine pixel-level
segmentations of telegraph poles and multiple negative ex-
amples to train the final segmentation pipeline. The first
step is required since the 500-images custom dataset is not
sufficient to train the FCNN to discriminate strong vertical
features such as facade elements, fences, trees, etc.
The fixed learning rates are 5e-11 (100 epochs) and 2e-
11 (200 epochs) for the first and second stages, respectively.
These low learning rates are as suggested by Shelhamer et
al. [17] and allow the employed architecture (FCN-8s all-
at-once) with deconvolutions and skip connections to be
trained in an end-to-end fashion. Experiments with other
(higher) learning rates and alternative optimizers (ADAM,
ADAGRAD) reported worse convergences.
Figure 8. Examples of correct telegraph pole segmentation in the
presence of other similar vertical objects, such as electricity poles,
lampposts and trees.
In Fig. 8 we present multiple complex GSV scenes where
our 2-step trained segmentation FCNN reported accurate re-
sults. All the rejected objects in these scenes are not tele-
graph poles but rather electricity poles, lampposts or trees.
Video
A video demonstrating the performance of the telegraph
pole detection on a sequence of 150 frames is available
at https://youtu.be/X0tM_iSRJMw. For visualiza-
tion we present the segmentation in the frontal 90-degrees
field of view. The object detection and geotagging are per-
formed based on the full 360-degree panoramas. For this
reason most of the telegraph poles missed in the frontal
parts of panoramas are discovered since the frontal frames
represent 25% of the total image coverage. 37 of 38 tele-
graph poles along the analysed stretch of road are success-
fully discovered. All the segmentation false positives are
rejected automatically by the geotagging procedure and are
not present in the final object list which is demonstrated on
the right side of the video. Note that there are multiple elec-
tricity pole and trees in this area.
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